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Quartet Op. 80 in F minor
1  I Allegro vivace assai 6:57
2  II Allegro assai 4:48
3  III Adagio   8:05
4  IV Finale: Allegro molto 5:13

Quartet Op. 12 in E flat major
5  I Adagio non troppo –  7:44 
  Allegro non tardante  
6 II Canzonetta: Allegretto 3:28
7 III Andante espressivo 4:27
8 IV Molto allegro e vivace 7:42

Quartet Op. 13 in A major
9 I Adagio – Allegro vivace 7:55
bl II Adagio non lento 8:31
bm III Intermezzo:  4:47 
  Allegretto con moto –   
  Allegro di molto
bn IV Presto – Adagio non lento 9:56
 

  Total duration:  79:36
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Few composers were born into such fortunate circumstances as Felix 
Mendelssohn. The son of an influential banker, grandson of the philosopher 
Moses Mendelssohn (a key figure in the so-called ‘Jewish Enlightenment’ of the 

18th and 19th centuries) and nephew of a Prussian diplomat, the young composer-to-
be came into the world with a proverbial silver spoon in his mouth. 

The Mendelssohns were prominent figures in the great trading port of Hamburg – a 
city that considered culture as much a part of its identity as commerce – where their 
second child and first son, Felix, was born in 1809. Three years earlier, Hamburg had 
become an independent sovereign state following the dissolution of the Holy Roman 
Empire. The distinction must have seemed nominal in the early years of the city’s 
decade-long annexation by the armies of Napoleon Bonaparte. In 1811, the family 
moved to Berlin, Mendelssohn’s father fearing retribution as the head of the family-
owned bank that had helped to break Napoleon’s continent-wide blockade against 
trade with Britain. 

In Berlin, the young, impressionable Mendelssohn was exposed to the great and good 
of German society and illustrious visitors from further afield attending performances in 
the weekly salons hosted by his parents. They were events in which, the musicologist 
Sarah Rothenburg memorably observed, “Europe came to their living room”.

If nurture proved formative to Mendelssohn, so, too, did nature. Possessed of a remarkable 
musical gift that revealed itself early, he flourished with his parents’ encouragement 
and largesse. Aged nine – by when he had already begun to compose – he gave his 
first public performance at the piano. By the time he was 14, he had completed a dozen 
string symphonies (besides much else) and published a piano quartet. At 15, he wrote 

his first symphony for full orchestra, benefiting from rehearsals with a private orchestra 
paid for by his parents. Before he was 18, he had produced two masterpieces – the String 
Octet in E-flat and the Overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Such proclivities earned 
him flattering comparisons with an earlier wunderkind, Mozart.  

Mendelssohn had spent a decade – half his life – experimenting with chamber music 
forms before feeling confident enough in 1829, aged 20, to designate his First String 
Quartet, Op. 12 in E-flat major, as such. As it happened, his ‘First’ String Quartet 
was actually his third, an 1823 quartet (composed when Mendelssohn was just 14) 
followed by what is now considered his Second String Quartet (Op. 13 in A minor) in 
1827. Temporal idiosyncrasies aside, Op. 12 borrows its key signature and builds upon 
the ideas fleshed out six years earlier.

It was begun in London at the end of Mendelssohn’s first visit to Britain (which famously 
produced the Scottish Symphony and Hebrides Overture) and completed on his return 
home to Berlin. Mendelssohn was not so precocious a talent as to deny the influence of 
others and his early string quartets unabashedly acknowledge their debt to Beethoven. 

Structured (as all of Mendelssohn’s six numbered string quartets would be) in four 
movements, the First Quartet makes no claims to architectural innovation. Nor does 
it attempt to disguise its indebtedness to an earlier model, its key signature pointedly 
echoing Beethoven’s Twelfth String Quartet (Op. 127). But it was to be no mere adulatory 
imitation in obeisant homage to an idol. Instead, it was a declaration of intent. 

Striking throughout is its refusal to indulge in mere deferential mimicry, its kinship 
and attitude with his illustrious predecessor expressed with nuanced dexterity. 
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A rebelliousness of spirit in the writing for first violin is every bit as assertively 
individualistic as Beethoven at his most insurgent. It is granted virtuosic expression 
in every movement except for the cut-crystal delicacy of the Canzonetta second 
movement, accented by an altogether more convivial and collegial sense of 
togetherness. The ferocity of the anarchic instinct is belied by the suavely considered 
assurance of an opening that harks back to the beginning of Beethoven’s Harp Quartet 
(No. 10, Op. 74) two decades earlier.

It is possible to hear the String Quartet No. 1 as Mendelssohn’s delayed cri de cœur at 
Beethoven’s death in 1827. Couched within the innate refinement that characterised 
all his music, there is something raw and un-refined at work here, the dialogue 
between instrumental voices providing something akin to the transcript of a therapy 
session with someone grieving and unable to fully articulate their pain. 

For all the emotional tumult that constantly breaks the carefully elegant surface of the 
first movement – and despite the balm immediately offered in reply – Mendelssohn 
stoically transitions from Adagio non troppo to Allegro non tardante with all the fragile, 
faux bravura of youth raging, in relative innocence, against the dying of the light. The 
unsettling appearance of a darkly despondent melody in second violin late in the 
movement introduces a weeping, spectral character that will haunt the remainder of 
the quartet. 

Where the expected scherzo should be, Mendelssohn replaces it with a Canzonetta 
cut from the same, lightly-textured, intricately-woven cloth of the Overture to  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Here, it acquires a brisk, dance-like quality with two outer 
quick-marches framing a captivating middle section lit up by virtuosic flourishes for 

fleetly-bowed and pizzicato violin deftly underpinned by the supportive (if lugubrious) 
drone of the cello.

For all the yearning immediacy of the gracious Andante espressivo third movement, 
there is something atomised and intangible about it. Given voice by two emphatic 
recitatives, conflicting emotions run deep but the opportunity to say more 
is confounded by its brevity. In truth, it serves as a prelude to the remarkable 
innovations of a finale shot through with a combustible immediacy that sounds 
wholly reminiscent of Beethoven and sees Mendelssohn confidently flexing his 
compositional muscle.

The finale’s Molto allegro e vivace marking sets the tone, the first violin a veritable firework 
in glittering, incendiary motion against sparking, counterpointed accompaniment. 
Mendelssohn was not the first to substitute a work’s home key for an entirely different 
register at its end (precedents by Beethoven and Schubert laying prior claim) but here 
the switch from E-flat major to C minor is executed with such daring conviction – only 
in the concluding coda does he revert to the quartet’s signature key – that the altered 
tonality injects fascinating new qualities and dimensions. 

The incremental return of themes from the first movement (until they come to dominate 
the closing passages) serves to imbue the quartet with an elegant coherence. Its 
boldness, allied to the bravura switching of keys and un-blinking emotional directness, 
suggest Mendelssohn had reached the brink of his musical maturity.

Chronology confuses such affectations, but doesn’t, in Mendelssohn’s case, dilute 
them. His Second String Quartet (Op. 13) had been composed two years previously 
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in 1827. Emotions here are even more explicit and unrestrained than in its predecessor. 
As before, there is an unambiguous nod to Beethoven, with whose Op. 132 String 
Quartet it shares its A minor key and slicing, dissonant textures. 

It is worth noting in passing that Mendelssohn had secretly dedicated Op. 12 to Betty 
Pistor, a friend since childhood of whom he was newly enamoured. Both had joined 
the Berlin Singakademie together (Mendelssohn as a piano accompanist, Pistor as a 
singer) and shared in the cataloguing of CPE Bach’s musical estate, newly purchased by 
Pistor’s astronomer-father. Regrettably for the love-struck composer, his attraction was 
not reciprocated and it is tempting to hear in Op. 13 all the earnest, tortured ecstasy 
of unrequited first love.

That suspicion is strengthened by Mendelssohn’s liberal use of material from his own 
earlier love song Frage (‘Question’; Op. 9 No. 1). “You will hear its notes resound in the 
first and last movements, and sense its feeling in all four,” he wrote to a friend. But 
there is also a purely musical agenda at play. For some time, Mendelssohn had been 
preoccupied with the notion of composing material that was self-contained, cyclical 
and “organic”. It was, he felt, the key to realising “the mystery that must be in music”, 
a quality he was discovering while avidly pouring over the scores of Beethoven’s 
recently published late quartets.

Their inscrutability informs tone and temperament here, imbuing the whole with a 
darkly compelling emotional sophistication seldom experienced in Mendelssohn. 
Chiaroscuro daring, too, plays a part, the pre-dominantly minor key-accented Op. 13 
beginning and ending in major key passages effectively serving as a telling epilogue 
and prologue.

The chorale-like opening speaks of innocent tenderness and blossoming affection 
before the impatient heart asserts itself in two iterations of Frage’s imploring refrain 
“Ist est wahr” (‘Is it true’). The query triggers a rush of feelings, all as insistently urgent 
as they are inarticulately confused, the quartet yet to establish a focus for its agitation. 
There’s a febrile quality to the writing, instrumental voices locked in a conversation, 
the intractable urgency of which calls to mind WH Auden’s dour dictum, “The desires 
of the heart are as crooked as corkscrews”.

The soulful Adagio that follows is infused by the spirit of Beethoven but bears 
Mendelssohn’s own signature gift for captivating melody. At its core is an anguished, 
heart-on-sleeve D minor fugato answered by a curtly brusque dialogue of unsettling 
terseness between viola and second violin. The movement extends the heated debate 
until all involved are exhausted by its intensity and reach uneasy accommodation in 
hushed repose.

A semblance of stability restored, the Intermezzo interlude begins with tentative 
accommodation between all four voices before a lively, characteristically 
Mendelssohnian passage of feathery, quicksilver fleetness conjures the A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream Overture at its most puckish.

Plunged into doubt again, the finale announces itself with a theatrical turn on a 
sixpence in which the first violin sings its world-weary recitative accompanied 
by wavering, tremolo chords – borrowed Beethovenian angst lent a becoming 
Mendelssohnian gloss. As the first violin repeats its doleful song, its companions, 
spurred on by the interventionist cello, inject soothing melodic balm to temper and 
quiet aching anxiety. Even so, whatever is being worked out here is left unresolved, 
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the eventual recourse to the quartet’s defining “Ist est wahr” motif a brute surrender to 
brittle pathos. Such are the bittersweet vagaries of love.

If Mendelssohn’s first two string quartets had seen him lamenting the loss of Beethoven 
and Betty Pistor, his sixth and last, Op. 80 in F minor, saw him grieving for the loss 
of his sister, herself an accomplished pianist and composer. His last major work, it 
was composed in the late autumn of 1847 as a ‘Requiem for Fanny’, whose death in 
May of the same year had deeply affected him. Within two months of its completion, 
Mendelssohn himself would be dead at the age of 38. 

Written in a morose mood characterised by the composer as “grey on grey”, it finds 
Mendelssohn, at the last, at his most despairing. “I could not at first think of music,” 
he wrote during his prolonged period of mourning, “without experiencing the 
greatest emptiness and bareness in my mind and heart.” Borrowing the F minor 
key of Beethoven’s Op. 95 Quartetto Serioso, its emotions are unchecked, its pain 
unambiguous in music of concentrated and often lacerating potency. 

The upset is evident from the off, the elfin fantasy of A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
giving way to the anguished antagonism of private demons in the Allegro vivace assai 
introduction. Here, the first theme’s grim keening is shared between first violin and 
cello against the disquieted commentary of second violin and viola. The wistfully 
lyrical and liquescent second theme offers all too brief succour before the wound is 
returned to and salted again by woeful despondency.

Marked by a sawing, gnawing insistence, the Allegro Assai nonetheless carries 
itself with unexpected poise despite its exhausting perturbation. Ultimately, it  

seems more posturing bravado than considered resolution, its clamorous urgency 
betraying its fragility.

A feeling of exhaustion permeates the Adagio slow movement, a passage as ineffably 
moving as anything Mendelssohn wrote. The melancholic resignation that marks the 
interaction between instrumental voices (reluctantly surrendering at last to the cruel 
inevitability of death and the absence it leaves behind) seems all the more poignant 
for being punctuated by dotted, heartbeat-like rhythms until they – and all – fade 
away into profound silence.

But out of silence comes sound, the excoriating Allegro molto finale voicing the 
unbidden return of pain at the loss of Fanny, and, all too presciently for Mendelssohn, 
the fear of his own death. Having suffered a series of increasingly debilitating strokes – 
the same ailment that took the lives of Fanny, his father and grandfather – Mendelssohn 
was all too acutely aware of his own mortality. Emphatically dissonant and driven by 
a taut, terrifying tension and a primal emotional energy that some would deny him, 
Mendelssohn had never before achieved – or would again – such dark sublimity or 
venture into such terrible depths. 

If, in what amounts to his last will and testament, desolate sorrow gives way to a 
rage yet to vent itself – the response of a man peering into the abyss and seeing only 
emptiness – its sincerity, profundity and consummate musicality merit the description 
of a masterpiece, one worthy of the august Beethoven. It surely refutes the conductor 
Hans von Bülow’s famously unflattering observation that Mendelssohn “began as a 
genius and ended as a talent”.

Michael Quinn © 2018
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The Tippett Quartet regularly appear at Kings Place, Purcell Room, Wigmore Hall, 
Queen Elizabeth Hall and Bridgewater Hall, and frequently perform on BBC Radio 3. 
They have performed at the BBC Proms and toured Europe, Canada and Mexico with 
a broad and diverse repertoire highlighting their unique versatility. Their impressive 
catalogue of recordings has been released on Naxos, EMI Classics, Signum, Decca, 
Classic FM, SOMM Recordings, Vivat, Guild, Real World, Dutton Epoch and Toccata 
Classics to universal critical acclaim and chart-topping success.

The Tippett Quartet worked on a groundbreaking reimagining of Beethoven’s Op. 135  
with composer/soundscape artist Matthew Herbert for a BBC Radio 3 broadcast, 
which was also widely used to promote the station on BBC television. They have given 
numerous world and UK premieres – including works by John Adams, Howard Goodall 
and Stephen Dodgson – and worked with Peter Maxwell-Davies for a performance of 
his Ninth Quartet at the Southbank Centre, with Anthony Payne on his Quartet No. 1 
for a BBC broadcast from Spitalfields Festival, and Hugh Wood on his String Quartet 
No. 3 at the Presteigne Festival.

The quartet commissioned pianist and composer Alissa Firsova to write Tennyson 
Fantasia. Premiered at Kings Place with the actor Finbar Lynch reciting Tennyson’s 
poems, it was subsequently performed on BBC Radio 3 and across the UK. They have 
also collaborated with Damian Montagu and Hugh Bonneville for a live performance 
and Decca CD release of In a South Downs Way.

In 2011, they celebrated the centenary of iconic film composer Bernard Herrmann’s 
birth with a series of concerts and radio broadcasts. They commissioned a string 

“The Tippett Quartet’s performances are little short of astonishing.”  The Times

quartet arrangement of his Psycho film score with permission from his widow, Norma 
Herrmann. She also accompanied them on several occasions to give pre-concert 
talks on Herrmann’s life and music. The Tippett Quartet continued their link with 
film composers when they gave the premiere of Alberto Iglesias’s String Quartet  
No. 1 in Madrid.

www.tippettquartet.co.uk
@tippettquartet
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